patterned hydrogel microstructures which may potentially be useful for a range of applications at the interface of chemistry, biology, materials science and engineering.
In this communication, we introduce responsive micromolds to sequentially pattern hydrogel microstructures. Hydrogels are readily engineered with tuned biodegradability, high permeability to oxygen or other soluble factors, and mechanical stability 1, 2 and are therefore ideal for tissue engineering 3 and drug delivery applications. 2 Micro-and nano-engineering methods have been used to fabricate shape-controlled micro-and nano-scale hydrogels to encapsulate living materials for tissue engineering and bioprocess applications [4] [5] [6] or chemicals for controlled drug delivery. 7, 8 Cell-laden hydrogels have been sequentially photopatterned to generate biomimetic microtissues. 9, 10 Multi-compartment hydrogels were also used to encapsulate and deliver drugs in a controlled manner. 11, 12 Traditionally, sequential patterning of hydrogels has relied on photolithographic methods, which are not applicable to a wide variety of polymers such as those that require thermal or ionic crosslinking. 6 Herein, we describe a simple method to sequentially pattern hydrogel microstructures by utilizing the temperature dependent shape change properties of poly(Nisopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAAm) based micromolds.
The shape of microgels can control the loading and release of the drugs 13 and the design of constructs for tissue engineering applications. [4] [5] [6] 14 Drugs can be encapsulated in multicompartment microgels to control the release of drugs sequentially from different compartments. 11, 12 Sequentially patterned hydrogels have also been used to fabricate tissue constructs that mimic native tissue architecture. 9, 10 Microfluidic methods have been used to generate microparticles 15 or pattern microgels, 16, 17 though it is challenging to use these methods to fabricate sequentially patterned hydrogels with different shapes and the associated apparatus is generally complex and requires multiple fabrication steps, limiting a high-throughput production. Therefore, a simple method to fabricate sequentially patterned microgels could be useful.
While photolithographic methods have been used to sequentially pattern multilayer hydrogel microstructures, 9,10 they cannot be used with non-photocrosslinkable hydrogels. Furthermore, photoinitiators may cause cytotoxicity for applications where cells are encapsulated. 9 Micromolding is an alternative approach for forming hydrogel microstructures, 5, 6, 14 though the static nature of conventional micromolding templates inhibits sequential molding. Therefore, micromolding hydrogel microstructures with two or more spatially organized gel portions remains a challenge. This is because as one material gels there is no additional free space for subsequent gels. Herein, we exploited the thermoresponsiveness of PNIPAAm to create dynamic micromolds to overcome the static nature of conventional micromolding techniques. PNIPAAm is a temperature responsive polymer which exhibits a lower critical solution temperature (LCST) of ~32 °C. 18 PNIPAAm swells when the temperature is below its LCST and shrinks when the temperature is raised above. Recently, soft lithographically fabricated PNIPAAm-based microwells demonstrated shape changes in response to variations in temperature. 19 By using a soft lithographic method, 19 we fabricated PNIPAAm micromolds with various patterns, such as microgrooves, as well as circular and square microwells (see Supporting Information). We subjected these structures to different temperatures (4 °C, 24 °C and 37°C ) to test the responsiveness. After 15 min of incubation at 4 °C, microstructured PNIPAAm stripes swelled significantly (Figure 1a) . After raising the temperature from 4 °C to 24 °C, the space within the PNIPAAm stripes significantly increased within 15 min as the gels shrank (Figure 1a We demonstrated the capability of responsive micromolds for fabrication of multicompartment hydrogels by generating sequentially patterned microstructures of agarose. Agarose is a thermoresponsive polysaccharide 20 which can be tailored to be gelled or melted at different temperatures. 21 The mechanical stiffness of agarose can be altered by varying the gelling temperature, prepolymer concentration, or curing time. 21, 22 Agarose has previously been used in various applications such as cell encapsulation, 20, 23 hyrogel microfluidics, 21 and drug delivery. 24, 25 Agarose is also biocompatible for in vivo applications. 26 We therefore fabricated sequentially patterned agarose microstructures for potential use in biotechnological applications. To generate multi-compartment agarose microstructures, we molded agarose at two different temperatures by exploiting the temperature dependent shape changing properties of PNIPAAm based micromolds.
The schematic for sequential patterning of hydrogel microstructures is shown in Figure 2 . After fabrication, responsive micromolds were first kept at 24 °C for 15 min to reach their ambient temperature shape. In our process, the prepolymer of the first gel was then placed onto a responsive micromold and molded with a flat poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) substrate at 24 °C. The molded gel was then placed at 4 °C for 15 min to induce rapid gelling. Then, the responsive micromold containing the first crosslinked gel was placed at 37°C for 30 min to allow the micromold to expand, resulting in more free space. The second gel solution was then placed on the micromold and immediately pressed with a new PDMS slab at 37 °C and crosslinked for 30 min. As the micromolds have already maximized their free spaces during the first incubation at 37 °C due to PNIPAAm shrinking, the second incubation at 37 °C did not cause a further significant expansion in patterned areas of the micromolds. Three different sequentially patterned hydrogel microstructures were obtained with this process, particularly stripe microgels from microgroove molds, cylindrical microgels from circular microwell molds, and cubic microgels from square micromolds.
To model the encapsulation of organic materials, we encapsulated green fluorescent microbeads (1.2 μm) within the first gel and red fluorescent microbeads (2 μm) within the second gel. The first crosslinked gel roughly possessed the shape of the microgroove patterns at 24 °C and the second gel was spatially aligned parallel to the first gel by filling the free space that resulted from PNIPAAm contraction at 37 °C (Figure 3a) . The resulting microstructures within the microgrooves were multi-compartment stripe microgels. For circular microwells, the first crosslinked gel had the similar circular shape of microwells at 24 °C and the second gel was molded around the first gel by keeping the free space that resulted from PNIPAAm shrinking at 37 °C (Figure 3a) . Multi-compartment cylindrical microgels were fabricated by using the circular microwell molds. For square microwells, the first molded gel had a similar square-like shape of the microwells at 24 °C and second gel was spatially immobilized around the first gel pattern by obtaining a square shape at 37 °C (Figure 3a) . Interestingly, the shapes of the first gels were similar to the shapes of all micromold patterns at 24 °C, suggesting that 15 min incubation at 4 °C to crosslink the first gels did not significantly affect their shape.
Resulting hydrogel microstructures were recovered from micromolds by gently flowing PBS over the micromold surfaces with a pipette. As shown in Figure 3b , stripe microgels were recovered from microgrooves and conserved their shapes and multi-compartmental structures. Multi-compartmental cylindrical microgels were also harvested from circular microwells and conserved their cylindrical geometry (Figure 3b ). Harvested microgels from square microwells exhibited cubic geometry with two layers (Figure 3b ). For all hydrogel microstructures, the second layer was patterned around the first gel. Therefore, this sequential micromolding process may be useful for encapsulating drugs or other organic functional materials within microgels to generate multi-compartment drug carriers or functional multilayer microstructures.
Native tissues contain multiple spatially organized cell types within a three dimensional (3D) microenvironment. 6, 17, 27 Heterotypic cell-cell interactions and cell-matrix interactions play an important role in fabricating functional tissue constructs. 14,17,28 3D microenvironments can be engineered with biocompatible or biodegradable hydrogels. The presented sequential micromolding technique can replicate the biological complexity of native tissues by arranging the orientation of different cell types within hydrogel microstructures. To showcase this method for tissue engineering applications, cells were encapsulated within hydrogel microstructures (20 × 10 6 cells/ml) (Figure 4a ). 3T3 fibroblasts were used as one model cell type and human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) were chosen as the second cell type due to their relevance in engineered vascularized tissues. 3T3 fibroblasts (red) were encapsulated in agarose molded as the first gel within microgrooves. Subsequently, green fluorescent protein (GFP) labeled HUVECs (green) were separately mixed with agarose which was then molded as the second gel. The second gel was finely patterned around the first gel which resulted in a stripe tissue construct containing two spatially organized cell types (Figure 4a ). These cell-laden stripe microgels could be useful as models for cardiac, skeletal muscle, myoblast, and neural tissues.
For circular and square microwells, we used human hepatoblastoma (HepG2) cells as the first cell type and HUVECs as the second cell type. Co-culturing hepatocytes with endothelial cells resulted in an improved hepatic functionality. 28 An agarose solution containing HepG2 cells (red) was first molded within both circular and square microwells. The second gels containing GFP-HUVECs (green) were subsequently molded around the first gels. The second gels containing HUVECs were patterned around the first gels which produced circular and square shaped tissue constructs containing two spatially oriented cell types (Figure 4a ). After 3 days of incubation, high cell-viability levels were observed, qualitatively suggesting that the hydrogel patterning process, the agarose precursor, and the PNIPAAm micromolds did not cause an adverse effect on cell viability (Figure 4b ). These cell-laden hydrogel microstructures could be used as models of hepatic tissues. Other cell types could be substituted for 3T3 fibroblasts, HepG2 cells, and HUVECs to obtain different tissue models. These cell-laden modular tissues can further be assembled to obtain larger tissue constructs retaining the controlled microarchitecture and cell placement by using modular tissue engineering methods. 29 Furthermore, mixing agarose with proteins such as collagen can induce cell spreading, 30, 31 which could be potentially useful for fabricating vascularized tissues with our micromolding method.
For microbead or cell experiments, we observed that some excess prepolymer solutions were adsorbed within the hydrogel structure of micromolds. We also observed that wrapping of the second gel over the first gel may occur with non-flat PDMS slabs or by using the second gel precursor over desired volume (60 μl). It should also be noted that our micromolding method may require further refinements to fabricate smaller hydrogel microstructures. For example, different PNIPAAm concentrations may be required to control the swelling/ deswelling behavior of the micromold.
We have described a simple method, called responsive micromolding, to sequentially pattern hydrogel microstructures by using the thermo-responsive PNIPAAm-based micromolds. The patterned surface areas of responsive micromolds increased with increased temperature. This feature was exploited to sequentially mold microgels containing two distinct layers. This technique can encapsulate different organic materials into different layers of microgels for drug delivery or functional microparticle applications. Furthermore, this method can encapsulate living materials to create biomimetic modular tissue constructs with spatially organized different cell types in a single hydrogel microstructure. In summary, these responsive micromolds could be a versatile tool in several fields, including tissue engineering, drug delivery, diagnostics, drug discovery, and 3D cell culture systems.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material. a) Fluorescent images of sequentially molded microgels within responsive microgrooves, circular microwells, and square microwells. Green microbeads were encapsulated within the first gels and red microbeads were encapsulated within the second gels. b) Hydrogel microstructures were recovered from responsive micromolds. Phase contrast and fluorescent images for stripe microgels, cylindrical microgels, and cubic microgels. Living materials were encapsulated in agarose microgels. a) Cell encapsulated microgels were sequentially patterned with responsive micromolds. For microgrooves, agarose precursor containing 3T3 fibroblasts (red) was patterned as the first gel and gel precursor containing GFP-HUVECs was patterned as the second gel. For circular and square microwells, agarose prepolymer containing HepG2 cells (red) was patterned as the first gel and the second gel contained GFP-HUVECs. b) Fluorescent microscopy images for live/ dead experiment. Microgels containing 3T3 fibroblasts were encapsulated within microgrooves while HepG2-laden microgels were within circular and square microwells.
